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Abstract. Given two integers n and L, an algorithm to construct binary sequences of length L 
such that 1 <~ L~2 n and no n-tuple appears twice in a sequence, is given. This algorithm can be 
generalized to m-ary sequences, i.e., to construct m-ary sequences of length L such that 1 ~ L<~ m" 
and no n-tuple appears twice in a sequence. 
1. Introduction 
In several applications of digital communication systems it is desired to construct 
an m-ary sequence of length L such that 1 <~ L~ < m n and each n-tuple appears at 
most once in the sequence. Lempel [7] proved the existence of such a sequence for 
every m, n, and L. Hemmati and Costello [6] gave an algebraic algorithm to construct 
m-ary sequences of arbitrary length L, 1 ~< L<~ m", where m is a power of a prime 
number. In this paper we give an algorithm to produce binary sequences for any 
given length L, 1 ~< L~ <2 n, such that each n-tuple appears at most once in the 
sequence. This algorithm can be generalized to m-ary sequences, i.e., to construct 
rn-ary sequences of length L such that 1 <~ L<~ m n and no n-tuple appears twice in 
a sequence. 
2. Cowtructioa of L-cycles 
In this section we describe a construction of binary shift-register cycles of any 
given length L The proposed construction proceeds along the following lines. 
Given the desired cycle length L, let n be the integer such that 2 "-1 < L~ 2". We 
join cycles from the pure cycling register of order n (PCR,), in appropriate order, 
to obtain a cycle of length L', where L ~ L' < L + n. Expressing the difference L ' -  L 
in base-2 notation: 
Llog(n-1)l 
L ' -  L = E ~-2', 
i==0 
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we form an L-cycle by removing from the L'-cycle one cycle of length 2 i for each 
i such that l~ = 1. It can be easily verified that if each n-tuple appears at most once 
in the cycle, also each k-tuple, k I> n, appears at most once in the cycle. 
Before we can go into more specific details of the proposed construction, we need 
some preparation in way of definitions and notation. 
Consider the set B" of all binary n-tuples forming the set of all states of a binary 
feedback shift-register of length n. The companion X'  of a state X = (x~, x2, • • •, x,) 
B" is defined by 
X '= (xt, x2, •. •, x,,_t, ~,), 
where £ denotes the complement of x. 
For X, Y ~ B" the relation X-~ Y is defined by 
X~ Y iff (x2, . . . ,x , , )=(y, , . . . ,y , ,_ , ) .  
A k-cycle C (a cycle of length k) is a cyclic sequence of k distinct states, 
C = [X ¢~), X(2) , . . . ,  X(k)], such that X (k) --> X (1) and X (i) -~ X (i+~), i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k - 1. 
If X (°= (x~ °, x~°, . . . ,  x~)), then C can also be represented by the cyclic binary 
sequence C = [X~ 1>, X~2), . . . ,  X~k)], where (cyclically) contiguous n-tuples corre- 
spond to states. 
Two cycles C~ and C2 are said to be adjacent if they are (state) disjoint and there 
exists a state X on (71 such that its companion X '  is on C2. A cycle C is reducible 
if there exists a state X on C such that X '  is also on C. 
Theorem 2.1 ([4, p. 51]). A reducible cycle C is split into two adjacent cycles when the 
predecessors of X and X'  are interchanged. Two adjacent cycles C~ and C2 with X on 
C~ and X '  on (72 are joined into a single cycle when the predecessors ofX and X'  are 
interchanged. 
The PCR, is a feedback shift-register whose cycles have the following property: 
X = (x~, x2 , . . . ,  x,)  and Y = (y~, Y2 , - . - ,  Y.) are on the same PCR.-cycle iff X is 
a cyclic shift of Y. It is well known [4] that the length of a cycle from the PCR, is 
a divisor of n. The PCR, was also used in [2, 5] to produce De Bruijn cycles. 
The weight W(X)  of a state X is the number of ones in X = (x~, x2 , . . . ,  x,), i.e., 
W(X) = ~=~ xi. Clearly, states belonging to the same cycle of the PCR, have the 
same weight. The weight W(C) of a cycle C from the PCR,  is the weight of each 
of its states. 
For further reference, we present he following obvious observation in the form 
of a lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. Let Ct be a cycle of weight k> O fiom the PCR,. Then there exists a state 
X = (xl, x2, . . . ,  x,,) on (7.1 such that its companion X'  is on a cycle C2 whose weight 
is k -1 .  
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2.1. The main cycle 
Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 together with results derived in the sequel suggest 
a method of producing L-cycles via the joining of (PCR,-)cycles. At each step of 
the proposed method we have a main cycle (MC) ,  obtained in previous steps by 
joining a subset of the PCRn-cycles and the remaining PCR,-cycles. In order to 
simplify the description, assume that, initially, the MC is an appropriately formed 
cycle containing all the states of weight less than four. Generally, in the beginning 
of step i, i I> 1, the MC contains all the states of weight less than i + 3. The MC is 
then extended by joining to it all the PCRn-cycles of weight i + 3, with a possible 
exception in the last step where the required length is reached before all the 
PCR,-cycles of the final weight have been used. This is always possible because 
the current MC contains all the states of weight i+2 (see Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 
2.2). This part of the procedure nds when the MC reaches length L' such that 
L<~L'<L+n.  
To detect he completion of this phase of the algorithm we have to determine in 
advance the weight m and length h of the last PCR~-cycle to be joined to the MC, 
as well as the total number t on cycles of weight m and length h that take part in 
forming the final MC. Since the number of states of weight i is (7), the number of 
J states of weight less than or equal to j is Y~=o (i). Hence, the final weight m is 
determined by the inequalities 
E <L<~ • (1) 
j=0  j=o  \ J  / 
Since 2"-1< L~<2 ", it follows that 
m~ > [½(n+ 1)/. (2) 
To determine the final length h we first need to discuss another class of cycles 
used in our construction. 
Let Y~ = 02'-11, where O k denotes a sequence of k zeros, and consider the cycles 
of the form [ Y~], 1 ~< i < log n. The removal of selected [ Y~]-cycles from the final 
MC serves to reduce its length L' to the desired length L. If 
[log( n-- 1 )J 
L' - L = ~, 1,2', (3) 
i~O 
the nonzero li's, i~  > 1 indicate the values of i for which a [Y~]-cycle has to be 
removed from the final MC. In addition, if I0 = 1, the cycle [0] must also be removed. 
To ensure that, when required, the removal of [ Y~]-cycles is possible, it suffices 
to make sure, first, that all the states belonging to such [ Y~]-cycles are on the final 
MC and, second, that all the states from the same [ Y~]-cycle are contiguous. 
From (2), it is clear that, for i ~ 2, the weight of every state from a [ Y~]-cycle is 
less than m and, therefore, each such state is on the final MC. If m > [½(n + 1)J, 
then the same is true for the [ Yl]-cycle. Thus, the only case to be provided for is 
the case where i=  1 and m= [½(n+l)J. In this case, Y~=01 and we distinguish 
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between even and odd n. For even n, both states of [ I"1] belong to the PCR.-cycle 
of length 2 and weight m = ½n and we stipulate that this be the first cycle of 
weight m to join the MC. For odd n the two states of [ Y~] are ((01)("-1)/20) and 
((10)("-1)/21). Only the second state has weight m =½(n + 1) and we stipulate that 
the PCR.-cycle [(10)("-~)/21] to which it belongs be the first cycle of weight m to 
join the MC (note that the length of this cycle is n). This ensures that all the states 
belonging to [ Y~]-cycles are on the final MC. The contiguity on the final MC of 
the states belonging to a [ Y~]-cycle will be discussed at a later point. 
To decide the final length h, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.3. Let N(k, e) be the number of PCRk-cycles of length k and weight W = ek, 
0 <~ e <~ 1. Then 
1 d~l~(k~, 
where tz( ) is the M&bius function and the binomial coe~cient (~,) is defined as zero 
if b is not an integer. 
Proof. The total number of states of weight W= ek in the PCRk is (k). On the 
otherhand, the number of PCRk-states with W = ek is also equal to ~dlk dN(d, e). 
Therefore, (k )= ~,dlk dN(d, e) and by the MSbius Inversion Theorem [3], 
1 d k [] 
Having joined the [ Y~]-cycles of weight m, if any, to the MC we proceed by 
joining other PCR.-cycles of weight m, in order of decreasing length. Since the 
number of states of weight m belonging to the PCR.-cycles of length greater than 
I is ~dl.,d>t dN(d, re~n), the final length h is determined by the inequalities 
(m) -'(;) 
dN d, <L-  ~ -p(m,n)<~ ~ dN d,m , (4) 
dln, d>h j=0 dln, d~h 
where 
2 if m =½n, 
p(m, n)= 
0 otherwise. 
The total number t of h-cycles of weight m that take part in the formation of the 
final MC can now be readily determined by the following inequalities 
O<L-  -p (m,n) -  ~ dN d, -h(t -1)<~h. (5) 
jffiO dln, d>h 
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Having identified the final weight m, the final length h, and the number t we can 
write 
L '=  ~. +p(m, n)+ ~ dN d, +ht. 
j=O d[n,d>h 
2.2. Selection of bridging states 
We proceed now to describe in full detail the various steps of forming the final MC. 
Consider a cycle C from the PCRn. Let S(C) be the state of C whose value 
tS(C)I, when viewed as a number in base-2 notation, is maximal. Writing [S(C)I = 
k2; where k is odd and r>~0, it is easy to see that the states S*(C) such that 
IS*(C)[ = k is also on C. For, if C # [0] we can write S(C) = (a0r), where a e B n - r  
begins and ends in a one and, therefore, S*(C)= (O~a). 
In the process of forming the final MC, a PCRn-cycle C is joined to the current 
MC through a pair of companion states X and X '  belonging to C and to the current 
MC, respectively. The state X on C will be referred to as the bridging state of the 
join. By Theorem 2.1, interchanging the predecessors of X and X '  will create the 
next MC by joining the current one with C. 
In most cases S*(C) can be chosen as the bridging state of C. The only exceptions 
to this rule arise as a result of the requirement that, on the final MC, the states 
belonging to the same [ Y~]-cycle, 1 ~ i < log n, be contiguous. This requirement is
satisfied by ensuring that, at each step of the construction, states on the current MC 
that belong to the same [ Y~]-cycle are contiguous. 
To define the exceptions to the rule of choosing S*(C) as the bridging state of 
C, we check the given value of n against each i, 1 <~ i < log n. By Corollary A.8, 
exceptions only arise when i is such that 2 i does not divide n. (This and other results 
cited in the sequel are presented in Appendix A.) 
When n is not divisible by 2 i, we can write 
n - 1 = 2iqi + ri, q~ > 0, 0 <~ ri <~ 2 i - 2. (6) 
In this case, [ Y~] is not a PCRn-cycle and, by the proof of Lemma A.1, its states 
belong to the following PCRn-cycles: 
1 C, = [0~,+2'1 yT,-~], C2 = [0~,1y7,]. 
It also follows from the proof of Lemma A. 1 that choosing S*(C~) and (Or/1 Y~,) 
S*(C2~) as the bridging states of C~ and C 2 respectively, preserves the contiguity 
of the states of this [ Y~]-cycle on the MC. It can also be shown that using S*(C2~) 
as the bridging state for C 2 will interfere with the said contiguity. 
By Corollary A.6, the only other exception to the rule of choosing S*(C) arises 
when i = [log nJ and the cycle C to be joined to the current MC is either of the 
form [on-k-21Okl], n-2  tl°g~l ~ k<½(n-2)  or C =[0(n-2)/21]. By Lamma A.9, to 
preserve contiguity in such a case, we can choose (10kl.0 "-k-2) as the bridging state 
for C instead of S*(C). 
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To summarize, let 2~ be the highest power of 2 that divides n. If i0 = log n, there 
are no exceptions to the rule of choosing S*(C). I f  io<log n, the exception set of 
PCR,-cycles C for which the bridging state is not S*(C) consists of 
(1) the cycles of the form [0",1 YT'], i o</<log  n, and 
(2) the cycles of the form [on-k--21Okl], n--2 tl°g nJ ~< k<½(n-2) and [0(n-2)/21]. 
2.3. Removal of [ ~]-cycles 
Having formed the final MC, we apply Theorem 2.1 to remove from it those 
[ Yi]-cycles for which li = 1 in (3); we also remove the cycle [0] if 10 = 1. To determine 
the pair of companion states through which such a [ Y~]-cycle is to be removed, we 
check as before the given value of n against each i, 1 ~< i < log n. 
When n is not divisible by 2 ~, it follows from Lemma A.1 that the removal of the 
[ Y~]-cycle can be done through the companion states ( YT,0 r, 1) and (YT'0r'+I), where 
qi and ri are defined in (6). 
The situation can be simplified for i such that 2 i divides n. 
A [ Y~]-cycle is a PCR,-cycle iff 2 i is a divisor of n. Hence, if l~ = 1 and 2 ~ divides 
n, the removal of the [ Y~]-cycle can be saved if it is not joined to the MC to begin 
with. That is, in the process of forming the final MC, we can skip those [ Y~]-cycles 
for which 2 i divides n and l~ = 1. There is a virtual inconsistency here, as the l~'s 
are determined from the difference L ' -  L, where L' is computed with the understand- 
ing that no cycles are skipped in the construction process. However, since skipping 
such a cycle has the same effect as first putting it in and then removing it, we may 
as well skip it. The same is true for the cycle [0] if lo = 1. In this case, we take 
[0"-11] as the initial MC. 
2.4. Alternate selections of bridging states 
The construction described above generates one L-cycle. Our purpose, however, 
is to suggest an algorithm for the production of a large class of L-cycles. This can 
be achieved by providing a multiple choice of possible bridging states for the various 
PCR,-cycles. Given a PCR,-cycle C and a state X of C, X can serve as an alternate 
bridging state for C if all of the following five properties hold (Lemma A.10): 
(P1) The last bit of X is one. 
(P2) X '  is not on a [ Y~]-cycle, 1 <~ i < log n. 
(P3) C is not a member of the exception set. 
(P4) C is not of the form [0",+2'1 Y7,-1], where i, r~, and q~ satisfy (6). 
(P5) C is not of the form [10kl0"-k-31], n--2 °°Snj <~ k<-½(n-2), if n is not a 
power of 2. 
We claim that each state X of the set V defined below (which is similar to the 
sets in [1, 2]) and the cycle C to which X belongs satisfy (P1) through (P5). Let 
n~13 and let V={ • u-1 V(0}~ -.o be the u states, 4~< U~2 (n-In~2]-3)~2 constructed as 
follows: 
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(Vl) The first [log u ] + 1 bits of V(i) form the base-2 representation f i (note, 
therefore, that the first bit is always zero). 
(V2) The last [log u] + 1 of each V(i) are ones. 
(V3) The [½n] bits preceding the last [log uJ + 1 bits are zeros. 
(V4) For each V(i) = (Vl(i), V2(i) , . . . ,  Vn(i)), the bits in positions [log u] +2+ 
([log uJ + 1)j, where 
[n -2 - [½nJ - [ logu] - [ logu] ]  
0 <~j < [log uJ + 1 ' 
are zeros. 
(V5) The remaining bits of each V(i )  are free parameters that can be fixed 
arbitrarily. Different assignments for these bits define different sets V. 
Our claim regarding the set V is based on the arguments given after the following 
example. 
Example 2.4. n = 21, u = 4. The parametric form of the set V for these values of n 
and u is: 
oooo vs(o) v6(o)o vs(o)oooooooooo 111, 
0010 V5(1) V6(1)0 V8(1)0000000000111, 
0100 V5(2) V6(2)0 V8(2)0000000000111, 
0110 vs(3) v6( 3)0 vs( 3 )0000000000111. 
The total number of distinct sets V for this example is (23)  4 ----- 4096. Each of these 
sets gives rise to a different L-cycle and, thus, 4096 is the number of distinct L-cycles 
that can be generated by the proposed algorithm when n = 21 and u = 4. 
First, by (V1) and (V3), it is clear that each state of any specific set V will be on 
every constructed L-cycle, since the weight of each state in V is less than ½n ~< m, 
the final weight. 
Second, it has to be shown that each state of a specific set V belongs to a different 
PCRn-cyele. This follows from the observation that the run of the rightmost 
[log uJ + 1 ones forms the unique longest run of ones in each V(i), and that every 
pair of states differ in their first [log u ] + 1 bits. 
Finally, it is easy to verify that properties (P1) through (P5) follow from (V2) 
which implies that each member of V has a run of at least three ones. More 
specifically, (P1) and (P2) directly follow; (P3), (P4), and (P5) hold for any cycle 
containing a state with a run of at least three ones. 
We summarize this in the form of Theorem 2.5 given below, which directly follows 
from the lemmas and the discussion in Subsections 2.1 through 2.4. 
Theorem 2.5. Given a specific set V, the construction described.in Subsections 2.1-2.4 
produces an L-cycle. 
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3. A bit-by,bit algorithm 
The construction of L-cycles proposed in Section 2 was described in terms of 
smaller constituent cycles---PCR,-cycles and [ Yd-cycles~and the techniques of 
joining or removing such cycles to obtain the desired output. 
In practice, it is preferable to have an algorithm that produces the bits of an 
L-cycle one-by-one, in their natural order in the desired L-cycle, where the produc- 
tion of the next bit may depend on the last few bits already produced and on some 
sorted data. 
Algorithm A given below does just that by translating the construction described 
in the previous ection into a bit-by-bit algorithm. The value of the next bit on the 
cycle produced by this algorithm is determined by the following inputs. 
Inputs for Algorithm A
(I1) The current state fl, = (b~, b~+~,..., b,+~_~) and, specifically, the value of b~ 
and the weight w~ of fl,. (The initial state is (0"-11).) 
(I2) The number f, of PCRn-cycles of final weight m and final length h for which 
the current output contains at least one of their states. 
(I3) The parameter g, which equals 1, unless m =½(n+ 1), h = n, and no state of 
the cycle [(10)(n-1)/21] is in the current output in which case g, = 0. 
(I4) Stored data consisting of: the exception set of PCR,-cycles along with 
selected states from these cycles, a fully• specified set V of bridging states, and the 
precomputed values of the parameters m, h, t, and l~, 0 ~< i < log n. 
More spedfiCally, the stored inputs tO the algorithm are determined as follows. 
Stored ata for Algorithm A 
(D1) Let 2 ~ be the highest power of 2 that divides n. For each i such that 
io < i < log n, store: 
U(i, 1)=(O2'-IlO~,lYT,-1), U(i, 2)=(O~IY~,), U(i, 3)=(YT,0~,1), 
where q, and'r, ~ are defined in(6). 
(D2) If n is not a power of 2, then, for eachk such that n -2  t~°s"j <~ k~½(n -2 )  
store: R(k) = (10kl0n-k-:31). 
(D3) Store a ~ fall,Specified set V • u-x = {V(~)}~ffio satisfying (V1) through (V5). 
(D4) Store the precomputed vOues of the final weight m, the final length h and 
the number t (see inequalities (1).(4) ~nd (5)). 
(D5) ~ Store the-precompiited values of  li, 0 ~< i < 10g n (see (3)). 
Given the currentstate g~ = (b,, b,+x,... ,  b,+n-l), the formal steps by which the 
next bit bi+n of the L-cycle is determined are presented in Algorithm A below. 
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Algor i thm A. Initially, set/30 = (0"-a 1), Wo = 1, fo = 0, and 
i fm 
go = ~1 otherwise. 
Given/3~ = (b~, bi+~,..., bi+,_~), w~, f ,  and g~, let/3* = (b~+t,..., b~+,-l, 1) and 
let C* be the PCR,-cycle containing the state /3*. Proceed to produce /3~+~ = 
(b~+~,..., b~+n_~, b~+,), wi+~, f~+l, and g~+~ as follows: 
(A1)  I f /3~ = (10n-l), set b~+, = w~+l =/o, f~+l = 0, 
{~ i fm=½(n+l )andh=n,  
g~+l = otherwise. 
and stop; 
if/3i # (10 "-~) and n is not a power of 2 go to (A5). 
(A2) If m =½(n+l )  and h = n, then: 
- if I~ = 0 and/3i = (0(10)(n-!) /2),  go to (A10); 
- if 11 = 1 and fl~ = (0(01)("-~)/2), set b~+, = gi+~ = 1, W~+l =½(n + 1), f~+~ =f~+~ and 
stop. 
(A3) If S*(C*) # U(j, 1) for all j, go to (A4); 
if S*(C*) = U(j, 1) for some j and either fl* = U(j, 2), or fl* = U(j, 3) and/ j  = 1, 
go to (Ag); 
otherwise go to (AS). 
(A4) I f /3*= R(k), for some k, go to (A9); 
if/3* = S*(C*) and the companion of/3* belongs to the [ Y0os .j]-cycle, go to (AS). 
(A5) If C* is a [ Yj]-cycle, then: 
- i f / j  = 1, go to (AS), and 
- i f / j  = 0 ,  go to (A9) .  
(A6) Look for a state a on C* that begins with a zero and ends with 1 + [log uJ 
ones. If no sUch a exists go to (A7). Let a*  be the first 1 + [log uJ bits of a ahd 
let k - [a' l ,  the base-2 value of a*. If k > u - 1, go to (A7); otherwise, if a = V(k) = 
fl*, go to (A9) and if a = V(k)# fl*, go to (A8). 
(A7) Let A(C*) denote the length of C*. I f /3* = S*(C*) and 
- i f  w~ < m - 1 o r  bl = 1,  go to (A9) ;  
- if w~ = m - 1 and b~ = 0, then: 
(a) if A (C*> h, go to (A9); 
(b) if A (C* )<h,  go to (A8); 
(c) if A(C*)=h and f~= t, go to (A8); 
(d) if A (C* )=h andre< t - l ,  go to (A10); 
(e) if A(C*) = h andf~ = t - l ,  then: 
if g~ = 1, go to (A10), and 
if gi = 0, :go to (AS)'. 
(AS) Set bi+, = b,  w~+~ = w, f~+~ =f ,  g~+~ = g~ and stop. 
(A9) set b,¥, =/~, w,~:l =w,+b,+n - b,, f~+~ =~, g,.~i'~ g,, arid stop.  
(AIO) Set b,+. =/~1. w,+, = w,+ b,+. - b,. f~+, =f~+ 1. g,+, = g,. and stop:  
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The following theorems are proved in Appendix A. 
Theorem 3.1. Given the current state, Algorithm A produces the next bit of an L-cycle. 
Theorem 3.2. (a) Given u, 4 <~ u ~<2 (n-tn/2j-3)/2, there are 2 ua(~") distinct choices for 
the set V, where 
d(n,u) 
=n-2- [ ln J - [ logu] - [ logu J - [n -2 - [½nJ - [ l °gu] - [ logu J ]  
[log uJ + 1 
Thus, Algorithm A can be used to produce 2 ua('u) distinct L-cycles. 
(b) The 2 ~(''~) L-cycles-that Algorithm A produces can be generated in lexico- 
graphical order 
(c) The number of (n-bit) operations that Algorithm A requires to produce an 
output bit is o( n ). 
(d) The working space that Algorithm A requires is o(max{n 2, ud(n, u)}). 
The present author [1] gave an algorithm to construct m-ary De Bruijn sequences. 
A combination of this algorithm and Algorithm A can produce an algorithm to 
generate cycles of length L, 1 ~< L<~ rn ", such that no m-ary n-tuple appears twice 
in a cycle, for any L, m, and n. 
Appendix A 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The validity of Algorithm A follows from Theorem 2.5. To 
see this, it suffices to show that, given the current state/3i = (bi, bi+l,.. . ,  bi+,-~), 
the next bit bi+, is set equal to b~ or/~ depending on whether/3~ and fi~+~ are on 
the same PCR,-cycle or two different PCR,-cycles, respectively. In the construction 
of Section 2 there are only two situations in which fi~+~ is not on the same PRC,-cycle 
as/3~. These situations arise when: 
(1) in the process of forming the final MC, either/3i+~ or its companion /3~+1 
serves as a bridging state; 
(2) /3~+1 and/3~+1 are a pair of companion states which serve to remove a [ Yj]-cycle 
from the final MC. That is,/3~+1 is of the form (Y~J0~I) for some j with/ j  = 1. In 
the sequel, such a state fl~+l will be referred to as a severing state; bridging or 
severing states will be referred to as critical states. 
To determine whether the current state of the algorithm corresponds to one of 
the above situations, we check whether/3" = (bi+~, bi+2, . . . ,  bi+,- l ,  1) or its com- 
panion serves as a critical state. This is exactly what is done in most o f  the steps 
of Algorithm A. 
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In addition, we have to show that the updating of the parameters wi, f~, and gi 
is consistent with their definitions (see (I1), (I2), and (I3)). The updating of wi is 
simple and its verification is left to the reader. For the proper updating off~ and g~ 
we need to detect he first occurrence in the output of a state which belongs to a 
PCRn-cycle of final weight m and final length h. To this end we apply Lemma A.12 
as needed. 
The first two steps, (A1) and (A2), deal with the specific questions regarding the 
PCR,-cycles [0] and [01] that can directly be answered without reference to/3*. 
The validity of step (A1) follows from the observation that the state (10 "-~) is 
followed on the L-cycle either by (0") or by (0n-~l), depending on whether lo=O 
or lo = 1, respectively (see Subsection 2.3). The set of values for f~+~ and g~+~ are set 
equal to the initial ones, since (10 "-~) and (0") are the possible predecessors of the 
initial state (0n-ll). 
TO validate step (A2), we recall that if m = ½(n + 1) and h = n, then the PCR,-cycle 
C~= [(10)("-~)/21] (see Subsection 2.2) is the first cycle of the cited weight and 
length to join the MC (see Subsection 2.1). By Lemma A.12, the first state in the 
output hat belongs to C~ is either the bridging state ((10)("-~)/21) of C~ when 11 = 0, 
or the severing state ((01)("-~)/21) of [ Y~] = [01] when 11 = 1. The jump to (A10) 
here, as well as jumps to (A8), (A9), and (A10) from the succeeding steps should 
be obvious from the conditions under which such jumps are made. 
To validate step (A3), assume S*(C*) = U(j, 1) for some j. Then either/3~+~ or 
/3'i+~ is a state that belongs to the cycle C~. If/3* = U(j, 2), then either/3~+~ or/3~+~ 
is the bridging state U(j, 2); if/3* = U(j, 3) and/j = 1, then/3i+~ serves as the severing 
state U(j, 3) of [ Yj]. If neither/3* = U(j, 2) nor/3* = U(j, 3) and/j = 1, then/3* is 
not a critical state. 
In step (A4) we consider the PCR,-cycles of the form: Zk = [0"-k-210kl], n -  
2/l°gn] ~ k<½(n-2) ,  and Z(n_2)/2~-[O(n-2)/21] when n is even. I f /3*= R(k), then 
it is the bridging state of Zk (see Subsection 2.2). Assume now that/3* = S*(C*) 
2 and that the companion of/3* belongs to the [ Yt~os,j]-cycle. Since C* ~ C t~os.j 
(cycles of the form C 2 are treated in (A3)), it follows from Lemma A.4 that/3* is 
on a Zk-Cycle. Since the Zk-cycles belong to the exception set, their bridging states 
are not of the form S*(Zk) and, hence,/3* is not a critical state. 
Step (A5) treats [Yj]-cycles such that 2 j divides n, i.e., [Yj]-cycles that are 
PCR,-cycles. It is clear that, for such j, S*([ Yj]) is the state of [ Yj] that ends in a 
one. Therefore, assuming C* = [ Yj], we have/3* = S*([ Yj]). If/j = 0,/3* is a bridging 
state; if/j = 1, [ Yj] is not joined to the MC to begin with (see Subsection 2.3) and, 
hence,/3* is not a crical state. 
The validity of (At) follows from the fact that each V(k) is a bridging state on 
some PCR,-cycle C while all the other states of C are not critical ones (see 
Subsection 2.4). 
The validity of (A7) follows from the following observations: 
(1) For each PCR.-cycle C which is not treated in Steps (A1) through (A6), the 
bridging state is taken as S*(C) (see Subsection 2.2). 
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(2) The cycles of final weight m are taken in order of decreasing length with h 
being the final length (see Subsection 2.1). 
(3) The cycle [(10)~n-1)/21] must be joined to the MC. 
(4) The first state in the output of Algorithm A that belongs to a PCRn-cycle C, 
C ~ [(10)°'-1)/21], of weight m and length h is S*(C), the bridging state of C (see 
Lemma A.12). 
All the cases in which either/3* or its companion is a critical state are treated in 
steps (A1) through (AT) and steps (A9) and (A10). Every case where either/3* nor 
its companion is a critical state is treated in (A8). [] 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Part (a) is valid because ach V(i) is specified up to exactly 
d (n, u) free parameters and because distinct sets V of alternate bridging states yield 
distinct L-cycles. The latter is due to the fact that except for (0 n-al a), a = 1 + [log u J, 
no state of the form S*(C) ever serves as a member of the set V. 
Part (b) follows from the observation that, by (V5) of Subsection 2.4, the ud(n, u) 
free parameters of the set V can get their assignment in lexicographical order. 
Part (c) follows from an inspection of the steps of Algorithm A. Steps (A1), (A2), 
(A8), (A9), and (A10) need only a constant number of n-bit operations. In some 
of the other steps we have to find S*(C*) which requires no more than n cyclic 
shifts and the same number of n-bit comparisons. 
Step (A3) requires no more than log n comparisons to check whether S*(C*)= 
U(j, 1) for some j. 
In step (A4) we need no more than n comparisons to check whether/3* =R(k) 
for some k and less than n cyclic shifts and n comparisons to check whether the 
companion of/3* belongs to [ Ytmognj]- 
Step (A5) requires no more than n comparisons if the [ Yj] are kept in storage 
or n cyclic shifts and n comparisons if the [ Yj] are not stored. In order to find a 
state beginning with a zero and ending with 1 + [log u] ones, if one exists, (Ar) 
requires at most n cyclic shifts and at most n comparisons. 
In step (A7) we have to find the length of C*, which is done by finding the period 
of/3*, i.e., the smallest number of cyclic shifts under which/3* is left unchanged. 
For this we need at most n cyclic shifts and the same number of comparisons. All 
other operations in (A7) require a constant time of operations. 
Summing up, it follows that, Algorithm A requires o(n)'operations to produce 
an output bit. 
To verify (d), we check the storage needed for the inputs (I1) through (I4). As 
far as the set V is concerned, on the d(n, u) free parameters of each V(i) require 
storage. Hence, storing the set V requires ud(n, u) bits. It is also clear that the othel 
inputs require no more than o(n 2) bits. [] 
Lemma A.1. Let n, i, qi, and ri be integers uch that n -  1 = 2iql + ri, where i, q~ > 13 
and 0 <<- ri <~ 2 ~ - 2. Then the PCRn-cycles 
C~ = [0~,+2'1 y~,-'], C2 = [0~,1Y7,], 
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can be joined into one cycle C, which, in turn, can be split into the pair of cycles [ Y~] 
and C~ with S*( C[) on C~. 
and C 2 can be jo ined by apply ing Theorem 2.1 to the state X = (0r,1 YT') Proof. C~ 
on C 2 and its companion X '= (0r,yT,-~02') on C~, to obtain the cycle 
C = [0 r, 1 Y?'-102i0ri I Y~o'] = [ Yiq'-10 r~+l Yi YT'-10"+t02'-"-210 ~ 1]. 
Applying Theorem 2.1 to the state (Y~'0" 1) and its companion on C we obtain the 
cycles [Y~] and C~=[Y~,-10"+2'1 Y~,-~0"I]. One can easily verify that S* (C~)= 
(0~+2'1Y~'-~) is on C~. [] 
Corollary A.2. Assume that C[ is joined to the MC, with S*( C~) as the bridging state. 
Assume further that the contiguity of [ Y~]-states i preserved on the MC until C 2 is 
to be joined to it. Then, after joining C 2 with (0r,1 Y~,) as the bridging state, all the 
states of [ Y~] are on the MC and are contiguous on it. 
Corollary A.3. I f  all the states of [ Yi] are contiguous on the MC, then [ Y~] can be 
removed by applying Theorem 2.1 to the state ( YT,0 ~'+1) and its companion. 
Lemma A.4. Let i and n be such that 0 < i < log n and 2 ~ does not divide n- Let C be 
2 a PCR,-cycle, C#Cl io~, ,  I. I f  the companion of S*(C) is a state of [Y~], then 
i = [log nJ and C is either of the form [0"-k-210kl],  n --2 tl°g'J <~ k<½(n -2 ) ,  or 
C = [0 ~"-2)/21 ].
i Proof. Let j, qe, and r U be integers such that 0 < j  <~ 2 i - 1 and n j 1 = 2 qo + re, 
where qe ~> 0 and 0 ~< re <~ 2 i -  1. The 2 i states of  [ Yd are (0rol Y~,J0J), 0 <~j <~ 2 i -  1. 
Hence, if the companion S*(C) is a state on [Yd, then S*(C) is of  the form 
(0 ~'k 1 Y~'k0k-11) for some k, 1 <~ k ~< 2 ~ - 1, and r,k > 0 (recall that, by definition, S* (C)  
ends with a one, and if C # [0], S*(C) begins with a zero). We claim that q~k =0. 
Assuming q~k>O, we can write S*(C)=(0"~1Y7'~-~02'-110~-11), or S (C)= 
(1 Y~'k-10ei-il0k-ll0qk). From the definition of  S(C), it fol lows that 2 ~- 1 ~< k -1  
which contradicts the defined range of k. Hence, q~k =0 and S*(C)= (0~"10k-ll). 
Since 2 ~- 1 > r~k and 2 i -2---  > k-  1, it follows that n <2 i+1. From the assumed range 
of i, it fol lows that n > 2 i which, combined with n < 2 ~+1, implies i = [log nJ < log n- 
Now, since S*(C) is of  length n, we can write $*(C) = (0"-k-210kl) for some k, 
0 <~ k ~< 2 ~ - 2. It remains to be shown that, actually, k is restricted to the range stated 
in Lemma A.4, or that C = [0("-2)/21]. The stated upper bound on k follows from 
the inequality k<~ n -k -2  as required by the definition of  S*(C) (the case k = n - 
k -2  yields C = [0("-2)/21]). On the other hand,  being a companion of a state on 
[ Y~], the length of every run of zeros in S*(C) cannot exceed 2 ~- 1. Therefore, 
n-k -2<~2 ~- 1 =2 ti°g"J -1 .  From the definition of C 2 in Lemma A.1, we have 
C2[log nJ -- [0rtl°g ~J 1Y[ ios  nJ ]=[Y[lognlOrt*"*"J1]=[O2t~"J-11On-2t~"J-ll]. 
Since we assumed C # 2 C t*os ,J, it fol lows that  n - k - 2 # 2 tlog , j  _ 1 and, thus, n - k - 
2<2 t~°g"I-1, or k~>n-2  tm°g"j as claimed. [] 
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One can easily verify the following lemma. 
Lemma A.5. Let Xo, XI , . . . ,  Xk be k+l  contiguous tates on the MC. Let C be a 
PCR,-cycle, which is joined to the MC by applying Theorem 2.1 to state Y of C, and 
state Y'  of  the MC. Then the states Xo, X l ,  . . . , Xk remain contiguous on the MC if/ 
Y'~ {X, , . . . ,  Xk}. 
Corollary A.6. Let n and i be integers uch that 0 < i < log n and 2 ~ does not divide 
n. Let C be a PCR,-cycle. Assume that either i < [log nJ or C ~ [0(~-2)/21] and C is 
not of the form [0 ~-k-210 k1 ], n - 2 t,og, J << k < ½( n - 2). Assume further that the [ Yi I- 
states belonging to the current MC are contiguous on it. I f  C is joined to the current 
MC through the bridging state S*(C) or through (0rjl YT~) if C = C 2, then the 
[ Y~]-states remain contiguous on the main MC. 
2 Proof. From Lemmas A.4 and A.5 it follows that if C ~ Ct~os,j and if S*(C) is 
taken as the bridging state of C, then only the contiguity of [Ytiog,j] might be 
destroyed. Furthermore, this happens only if C is of the form [on-k-21okl], n -  
2 tmog-J ~< k < ½(n -2 )  or C = [0("-2)/21]. By Corollary A.2, the contiguity is preserved 
when (0"J 1 YT0 is taken as the bridging state of C 2. [] 
Lemma A.7. Let  n and  i be integers uch that i < log n and 2 ~ is a divisor of n. I f  C 
is a PCR,-cycle, then the companion of S*( C) is not a state of the cycle [ Y~]. 
ProoL Let q=(n /2~) - l .  The 2 i states of [Y~] are (OJlY~O2'-J-I), 0~<j<~2~-l. 
Hence, the companion of S*(C) is of the form (0kl y~02'-k-21) for some k, 0<~ k~ <
2 ~- 2. By an argument similar to that in the proof of Lemma A.4, this implies that 
q = 0 and i = [log nJ. Since 2 ~ divides n, it follows that i = log n, which contradicts 
the assumption i < log n. Hence, the claim in the lemma is obtained. [] 
Corollary A,8. Let n and i be integers such that i < log n and 2 i is a divisor of n. 
Assume that the [ Y~]-states that belong to the current MC are contiguous. I f  a 
PCR,-cycle C is joined to the current MC by applying Theorem 2.1 to the states S*( C) 
and its companion, then the [ Y~]-states remain contiguous on the new MC. 
Lemma A.9. Consider the PCR,-cycles of the form: Zk = [on-k-21Ok l ], n--2 [l°gnj <~ 
k<½(n-2) ,  and Z(,_1)/2=[0("-2)/21] when n is even. I f  n is not a power of 2, then 
the MC that consists o f  all the PCR,-cycles of  weight less than four can be formed b) 
joining these cycles via the following bridging states: 
(1) (lOklO n-k-2) fo r  each Zk-Cycle, 
(2) (On-2t~°s"J-110 2tl°g"j-ll') for the cycle C~log nJ = [ On-2{l°g"j-llO21"l°s"j-ll], 
(3) S*( C) for the remaining PCR,-cydes. 
As a result, in the final MC of length L', all the states of [ Yt,og ,q] are contiguous. 
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Proof. Initially, the MC consists of the PCR.-cycle [0]. Next, C = [0"-11] is joined 
via S*(C). Then the cycle 2 C[IognJ =[0 n-2Li°g"j-ll0x|~°s"J-11] can be joined to the 
MC through the bridging state (0"v°~"J1 Vqt~"J ~=(0 n-2tl°g"j " tlogn]J -ll02tl°~"J-ll). Now, 
the other PCR,-cycles C of weight wo, except for the Zk-Cycles, are joined to the 
MC through S*(C). Since n -2  0°g"j ~< k<~½(n-2), n>4,  and n is not a power of 
2, we have k > 0 and n -k -  3 > 0. Hence, the PCR,-cycle [110 n-2] is not a Zk-Cycle 
and therefore, its states are already on the current MC. Now, the cycles C of the 
form [10kl0"-k-31], for each k in the given range, are joined to the MC via 
S*(C) = (0n-k-3110kl) (the companion of S*(C) is a state on the cycle [l10n-2]). 
Next, the Zk-cydes are joined to the MC via the states (on-k-Elokl) as the corre- 
sponding bridging states. The remaining PCR,-cycle of weight 3 can be joined to 
the MC through S*(C). 
As a result of the fact that the companion of each bridging state of a Zk-cycle is 
a state on the cycle [l10n-2], it follows by Lemmas A.1, A.5 and Corollary A.6, that 
the states belonging to the cyclee [ Y[logn]] are contiguous. [] 
Lemma A.10. Let C be a PCR,-cycle and let X be a state on C. X can serve as an 
alternate bridging state of C if properties (P1) through (P5) hold. 
Proof. When it is the turn of C to join the MC, X can serve as a bridging state for 
the join if X'  is then on the MC and the join preserves the contiguity of [ Y~]-states 
on the MC. 
The presence of X' on the MC is guaranteed by (P1) since the PCR,-cycles are 
joined to the MC in order of increasing weight. The only exception to this rule are 
the Zk-cycles (see Lemma A.9) which are anyway excluded by (P3). Preservation 
of contiguity is guaranteed by (P2) through (P5). [] 
Lemma A.11. I f  an MC is produced by a sequential bit-by-bit algorithm and the initial 
state is taken as (0"-11), then the first state of a PCR,-cycle C that appears in the 
output is the bridging state of C. 
Proof. The lemma is proved by induction on the number of PCR,-cycles that have 
been joined to the MC. 
Basis step: If the MC consists of only two PCR,,-cycles, [0] and [0"-1], the lemma 
is obvious. 
Induction step: Assume the claim holds for an MC consisting of k PCR,,-cycles. 
Let M2 be an MC which consists of k+ 1 PCR,-cycles. M2 is produced by joining 
some PCR,-cycle C = [X1, X2, . . . ,  Xt] to M1 which is an MC consisting of k 
PCR,-cycles. By the induction hypothesis, the claim is true for MI. Let Xi be the 
bridging state of C. X~ is on M~ and let Y be the predecessor fX~ on M~. Applying 
Theorem 2.1 to the states Xi and X~ will produce M2 with the states Y, Xi, 
X~+I,..., Xt, X1, . . . ,  Xi-~, X~ contiguous and in this order on M2. The relative 
order among the states of M1 remains unchanged on M2. Hence, the first state of 
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C in the output is its bridging state X~ and the first state of any other PCR.-cycle 
contained in M2 is the same as in M1. [] 
Note that Lemma A.11 is valid for each MC, including the final one. The following 
lemma pplies to the case where a bit-by-bit algorithm is used all the way to produce 
the desired L-cycle (which is obtained from the final MC after the removal of certain 
[ Y~]-cycles). 
I, emma A.12. Assume that the L-cycle produced in Section 2 is obtained by a sequential 
bit.by-bit algorithm and that the initial state is taken as (0n-~l). Then the first state 
So fa  PCRn-cycle C in the output of the algorithm is the bridging state of C unless C 
contains a state of the form (Y~'0"I) for some i and 1~ = 1. In this case S = (Y7'0"1). 
Proof. If no [ Y~]-cycle is removed, all li = 0 and the claim follows from Lemma 
A.11. Assume that/j = 1 for somej  and that [ Yj] = IX1, X2, . . . ,  X2J]. Consequently, 
[ Y~] is removed from the final MC. When we recall that the states of [ Yj] are 
contiguous on the final MC and that it can be removed by a single application of 
Theorem 2.1 (see Lemma A.1), the cycle [Yj] and its neighbouring states on the 
final MC must take the form Y, X1, X2 , . . . ,  Xk, Xk+l, . . . ,  X2J, X~, where X~ = 
(Y~J0"j+I), X1 through Xk are states on C~ and Xk+~ through X2J are states on Cf. 
Furthermore, Xk+~ = (0r~l Y~J) is the bridging state of Cf and none of the Xi's is 
the bridging state of C~. Hence, when [ Yj] is removed via X1 and X~, the latter 
becomes the first state of Cf in the output and for each other PCRn-cycle C the 
first state in the output remains unchanged. [] 
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